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Monthly Status Report
Robert Stobie Prime Focus Imaging Spectrograph

Oct 2005

K. Nordsieck

Optics and Testing 

• Tests in SALT Spectrometer Room before installation
- Focus run with 629 nm interference filter:  We needed to make  small tip/tilt adjustments to

detector position.  It is possible that either the detector hadn't seated properly or that the
set screws had moved during transport.

-  Aligned all three etalons to the optical axis of the camera using the pinhole mask and ghost
reflections.

-  Final stray light test: We found that the optical encoders on the grating magazine are a
significant light source inside the instrument.  Otherwise,  things look good when all the
small holes are taped up.

• Measured alignment of RSS on SALT.  Initial measurements were made  before the lift to get
reference position of SAC mirror.  Looks to be  about a 1 arcminute tip difference between
SAC mirror at payload zero  position and the central segment of primary mirror.  After the
RSS lift,  measurements were made again.  Unfortunately the theodolite azimuth was  reset
so the numbers aren't terribly useful.  We then used the laser setup to compare the RSS
reference mirror to the primary mirror.  Measurements  suggest we are about 3 arcminutes
out of alignment, which is within specification.  If the tip between the SAC and primary is to
be believed, we may be only 2 arcminutes from perfect alignment.

• RSS on-sky images were taken with the 629 nm interference filter at foc=600.  Focus runs with 
telescope suggest nearly the same focus for RSS and SALTICAM; however, we haven't
gotten a night with good enough seeing and image quality to really nail this down. 
Astrometry of images of NGC 1866 (globular cluster in the LMC) and of 47 Tuc resulted in
plate scales of 224.1 and 222.6 microns/ arcsec, respectively.  These were obtained with
relatively poor telescope imaging, so it is not clear whether the difference is significant.  The
distortion model based on lab measurements fits the astrometry of these images with an rms
error of 0.22 arcsec.

• The RSS first spectrum, of BD -07 281, was obtained on 30 Oct.

• First light with the calibration system was obtained on 7 Nov. 
- A focus run through the 629 nm filter shows a roughly 200 micron focus shift, plus a focal

plane tilt of 18 arcmin.  This is likely due to the combination of a small detector shift plus
the better-filled pupil of the SALT calibration system compared to the lab system.  The
best-focus images are ~40% larger than with the lab system, also expected for the same
reason.

- The flat field shows a substantially larger drop-off with field angle than does a sky flat, and
is not centered.   Also, an artifact, either stray light or a ghost, is seen in the RSS flat that
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is not seen in SALTICAM.  This is under investigation

Mechanical 

•  Lifted RSS onto SALT on Oct 10.

•  Worked on getting mechanisms working reliably at all untested gravity vectors. Needed
tweaks to the grating magazine.  At one rho orientation we experienced a “runaway” of the
artuculation drive going downhill.  Implementation of an already-planned modification to the
power supply failed to fix this problem, but a change to the microstepping parameters of the
motor driver led to much smoother and more reliable control.  A fail-safe “fall arrester” is
being obtained to prevent damage or injury in case of a future runaway.   

• Installed etalons and cutout switches.

• Trained SALT ops personnel on magazine replacement.

• Changed grating magazine optical sensors to magnetic switches to solve stray light problem.

• Turned over remaining mechanical issues to SALT personnel.

• The beam splitter inserter mechanism redesign is complete and manufacture has begun.

Control 

• Results from 2-week trip to Sutherland by Jeff Percival:
 - Produced an integrated RSS GUI.

- Implemented analog sensor and event logging.
- Centralized management of configuration and magazine tables.

 - Supported rework of the grating magazine mechanism (new sensors, change control
strategy to decrease flexure sensitivity).

- Implemented change to articulation motor control to prevent articulation runaway on steep
downhill moves.

 - Worked more on resetting waveplate encoders.
 - Handed off control system code to Anthony Koeslag.
 - Handed off PIPT code to Roy Emmerich.
 

Etalons (Ted Willliams)

•  Additional filters were delivered from the manufacturer, tested at Rutgers, and sent to SALT. 
35 of the 40 filters have now been accepted.  There are some gaps in the wavelength
coverage of the filter set that should be filled by purchasing additional filters, but this is
outside the scope of the RU RSS budget.
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•  Naseem Rangwala remains on site in South Africa, working on the installation and
commissioning of the Fabry-Perot system.  We grappled with a noise problem on the
telescope, now solved by adding an additional layer of RFI shielding over the etalon cables
and use of shielded AC power cables.

Management

• Working on the Quarter 3, 2005 Quarterly report

• Presented the RSS status to the 14  Salt Science Working Group on Nov 6.th
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Activities for the next month

• Optics
- More attempts to measure focal plane scale and focal plane tilt on-sky.
- Adjust detector focus and tilt.
- Perform flexure and throughput acceptance tests.
- Daytime calibrations.
- Debubble beamsplitter.
- Imaging, Fabry-Perot and long-slit spectroscopic commissioning.

• Mechanical (Mike’s open item list)
- Slitmask:  Fasten missing limit vane screw; align finger in station 1,2 (Heinrich).
- Wave Plate: Tighten up holes in baffling (Heinrich); add purge using dispersor area/

etalon supply (Heinrich).
- Shutter: Get spare from Cape Town and ready it, make mods.
- Etalons: Cable up etalon 1 with new shielded cable (Charl); attach power cutout beam to

third etalon, make vane (mild steel) (Heinrich).
- Grating: Design and plan for anti-flexure add-on (Heinrich, Craig); neaten up wires

(Brennan); put screw/wingnut on removal pin (Heinrich).
- Articulation: Wait on parts and design for fall arrester (Heinrich, Craig) - until then we

will articulate only when RSS is rotated 100 Degrees ccw, where the articulation end
stops are elevated.

- Detector Box: Put second wing on beam to keep detector cables from snagging on filter
(Brennan); secure box better (Heinrich).

- Electronic Boxes: Add extra tie downs - (straps or wire rope) (Heinrich).  Install last
cover on PDS, check temperature (Heinrich).

- Structure: Tie down feet, put in pad under 4 o'clock foot (Heinrich).
- Baffling: Do light leak test once RSS is stable and patch any light leaks  (Heinrich).
- Install beamsplitter baffle and beamsplitter frame (James).

• Control
- Start implementation of RSS/TCS interface: 1) read TCS data for FITS cards; 2) publish

environmental data to TCS for exception monitoring by ELS.
- Implement “magazine layer”, which presents magazine menus based on current

contents.
- Continue work on implementing RSS procedures (Fabry-Perot calibration; quick focus).

• Detector
- Implement high-speed slot mode and drift scan.
- Test Fabry-Perot calibration calculation in PDET.
- Debug shuffle operations.
- Implement SDSU idle mode (detector clear when not exposing or reading out).
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